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                        Life begins at home. We can help you get there

                        Expert, tailored advice to make your mortgage work for you.
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    Find your mortgage in 
3 easy steps.

1. How much can you borrow?

You’ll typically be able to borrow 4 - 4.5 x your salary, depending on your income versus your expenses. Use our calculator to work out how much you could borrow.

Go to the calculator

2. What will your monthly repayments look like?

Once you know roughly how much you can borrow, we can help you work out what your monthly repayments would be, ensuring you stay within budget.

Find out more

3. Get expert advice tailored to your needs

When you have an idea of the type of mortgage you could get, request a callback from one of our advisers and we'll guide you through your options and next steps.

Request a callback
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            Important information

            
                Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on your mortgage.

There may be a fee for mortgage advice. The actual amount you pay will depend on your circumstances. The fee is up to 1% but a typical fee is 0.3% of the amount borrowed.
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            No deposit, low deposit? 
        

            
                Buying a house with a low deposit? No problem - there are several things you can do.
            

        
            Read article
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            What is the mortgage guarantee scheme?
        

            
                The mortgage guarantee scheme is designed to help buyers with a small deposit get onto the property l
            

        
            Read article
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            All about Own New 
        

            
                Want to buy a new build but don’t have a large deposit? Own New could help with that.
            

        
            Read article
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            The state of the bank rate: a balancing act for the UK economy
        

            
                The Bank of England’s decision to pause interest rate hikes offers a glimmer of hope, but what obstacles must we still cross to make it through to the other side?
            

        
            Read article
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            What is a fixed mortgage deal?
        

            
                Choosing how long to fix your mortgage for depends on a range of factors. Here's your quick guide to deciding on the right mortgage deal for your circumstances.
            

        
            Read article
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            What is Shared Ownership?
        

            
                Shared ownership is a housing arrangement that provides alternative ways to homeownership, particularly for individuals who may find it challenging alone.
            

        
            Read article
        

    



            

        

    


        

    

        




        




                

            
            
                
                    
        
            
        

    What are you looking for?
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            First time buyers
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    Frequently asked questions


        

        
    
        
            
                
                
                    

                
            

        

    

        




        




                

            
            
                
                    
        
            
        

        
            
                Why do I need mortgage advice?

                

            

            
                
                    Getting a mortgage is likely to be one of the biggest financial decisions you'll ever make, and it's important you make a choice that suits your circumstances. A mortgage adviser can search the market on your behalf and recommend the right deal for you.

                

            

        

        
            
                How do I apply for a mortgage?

                

            

            
                
                    The process involves providing lots of information to lenders (and filling out a whole lot of forms). Being well prepared is key and can make the process move smoothly. For more guidance, check out our comprehensive guide.

                

            

        

        
            
                How do I get a mortgage if I'm self-employed?

                

            

            
                
                    Being self-employed doesn't mean you can't get a mortgage. Ensuring your books are all up-to-date and keeping a clear record of your finances can help strengthen your position as a borrower. In this case, we'd recommend speaking with a mortgage adviser to find out what you need to do.

                

            

        



        




        

        
            
        

        
            
                What is remortgaging?

                

            

            
                
                    Remortgaging is the process of taking out a new loan to cover your previous mortgage. Remortgaging can come with plenty of benefits, from releasing equity in your home to the potential to save money on your monthly repayments. Check out our remortgaging guide for more information.

                

            

        

        
            
                What is protection?

                

            

            
                
                    Protection secures your family and home against the worst-case scenario. It's also important to note that your needs are likely to change throughout your life. Perhaps you're moving jobs, starting a family, or even downsizing. These are all things you need to consider when looking at protection.
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                            Posted 19 Mar 2024

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                    

                                

                            

                            A Valued Customer

                            James was very polite and friendly. He took the time to explain everything about the process of the mortgage, and provided us with the different options so we can make an informed decision. He replied quickly to our emails and texts. We are very satisfied with the service we have received so far.

                            Posted 19 Mar 2024

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                    

                                

                            

                            A Valued Customer

                            Great service. Dealt with MAB before, hence using them again. Joel has always been really good and I would highly recommend.

                            Posted 19 Mar 2024

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                    

                                

                            

                            Rory Hartley - Peterborough

                            Ioni was very helpful and managed to secure me a cheaper rate than the one we agreed initially after rates dropped.Really helpful service and was offered insurances but they were not pushy. Will be using them for all property purchases in future.

                            Posted 19 Mar 2024

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                    

                                

                            

                            Stuart Glover - Rainhill 

                            All ways an easy process and goes above and beyond and can even speak with Nick out of hours if any issues pop up

                            Posted 19 Mar 2024
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                            Chantelle - Gorleston

                            So far, the service I have received has been quick but detailed and helpful.  Jackie has been lovely and great with getting us started. Hoping to keep having a positive experience throughout.  What also swayed us to go with this company is there was a no pressure approach, all the others we had contact with were almost convincing you what was best/what to do.
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                            A Valued Customer

                            Buying a house is supposed to be one of the most stressful things a human can do. Not with MAB it’s not!Granted we are first time buyers, buying a share of a new build with no chain etc but thanks to Scott at MAB everything went smoothly.He found me a mortgage in principal immediately, took me through the paperwork required and ultimately sorted a mortgage offer from a leading high street name.Not only that but we have also discussed life insurance options for both me and my partner, it’s a very thorough service provided.Buying a house made easy!
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                            Moises Ballad Jr - Great south road,hounslow

                            The service is accurate and the infornation are all good.Hopefully u can continue ur goid services to other people who needed.
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                            A Valued Customer

                            My situation: New build, First-time buyer, shared ownership They found a suitable mortgage product and I got approved despite being an immigrant with relatively short credit history.
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    Ready to speak to an adviser?
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Request a callback
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